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Using the canonical JSJ decomposition [9,12] we prove that every torsion-free hyperbolic group is Hopf. This
implies, in particular, that if M and N are closed negatively curved manifolds and there exist degree 1 maps from
M to N and from N to M, then M is homotopy equivalent to N. By [5] if in addition dim(M)*5 then M and N are
homeomorphic. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
INTRODUCTION
By borrowing concepts from the theory of the characteristic submanifold of Jaco—Shalen
and Johannson, we have constructed a canonical (JSJ) decomposition of (Gromov) hyper-
bolic groups, which serves as a basic object for understanding both the dynamics of
individual automorphisms, and the algebraic structure of the automorphism group of
a freely-indecomposable hyperbolic group [12].
In this paper we start elaborating the techniques and results used in the construction of
the JSJ decomposition to get a structure theory for endomorphisms of hyperbolic groups.
Recall that a group is said to be Hopf if every surjective endomorphism of the group
is injective. The Þrst paper in the sequence, which is directed towards studying the kernels
of endomorphisms of hyperbolic groups and their iterates, obtains the following main
theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. A torsion-free hyperbolic group is Hopf.
The question of a hyperbolic group being Hopf has a history, mostly in the special case
of small cancellation groups. It was proposed as a question for groups with ÔÔsuƒciently
smallÕÕ cancellations by Schupp in his survey of small cancellation groups from 1973 [10]. It
was later addressed by Pride [7], who showed that there are indeed Þnitely generated (but
not Þnitely presented) non-HopÞan small cancellation groups, and Rips has proposed the
question for hyperbolic groups in the Lyndon conference in Ann-Arbor 1986 as a possible
tool for trying to approach the isomorphism problem for hyperbolic groups.
The Hopf property for hyperbolic groups has also a more geometric aspect. If M and
N are closed manifolds, N is aspherical and f
1
: MPN is a degree 1 map, then ( f
1
)
*
:n
1
(M)
Pn
1
(N) is necessarily an epimorphism. Therefore, the Hopf property for hyperbolic groups
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implies that if M and N are closed negatively curved manifolds and there exist degree 1
maps from M to N and from N to M, then M and N are homotopy equivalent. If in addition
the dimensions of M and N is at least 5, then by a remarkable result of Farrel and Jones [5],
M and N are homeomorphic. This more geometric question was addressed to us by
Gromov.
Given a torsion-free hyperbolic group ! and an epimorphism t :!P!, to prove the
Hopf property we assume t has a non-trivial kernel and look at the sequence of iterations of
t to obtain the direct limit of this sequence, !
=
, which we call ÔÔthe group at inÞnityÕÕ. Our
whole approach to the Hopf property is based on studying the algebraic structure of !
=
.
After looking at some basic properties of the group at inÞnity in the Þrst section, we adapt
the results and techniques of [12] and [9] and construct the canonical JSJ decomposition of
!
=
in the second one. It should be noted that even though the construction of the JSJ
decomposition in [9] is for Þnitely presented groups and !
=
is Þnitely generated and not
Þnitely presented, all the splittings of !
=
under consideration are acylindrical in the sense of
[13] (DeÞnition 2.1 below), so acylindrical accessibility ([13], see Theorem 2.6) can be
applied to get a canonical JSJ decomposition of !
=
. In the third section we construct
a sequence of Þnitely presented groups that approximate the (Þnitely generated) group at
inÞnity, !
=
. The approximations are constructed in accordance with the JSJ decomposition
of !
=
, i.e. they are constructed so that the JSJ decomposition of !
=
lifts naturally to cyclic
splittings of each of the Þnitely presented groups in the approximating sequence. Having
a sequence with such ÔÔliftingÕÕ property, we are able to modify the shortening argument used
in [13, 8] to Þnally contradict some of the canonical properties of the JSJ decomposition of
the group at inÞnity constructed in the second section, a contradiction that concludes the
proof of the Hopf property.
In fact, in addition to the Hopf property, the argument we present proves a more general
statement for endomorphisms of hyperbolic groups which is a key result in our approach to
their study.
THEOREM 3.9. ‚et u be an endomorphism of a torsion-free hyperbolic group. „hen there
exists an integer k
0
, so that for every n’k
0
: ker (uk0)"ker (un).
The techniques presented in this paper play a major role in our study of solutions to
equations in a free group which appears in [14]. It should be noted that bi-automatic
groups and even fundamental groups of non-positively curved complexes may be non-
HopÞan as was shown by Wise [15].
1. THE DIRECT LIMIT
In [8], Rips and the author show that hyperbolic groups that do not admit any
non-trivial action on a real tree (these are called strictly rigid groups) are HopÞan. The
(short) proof presented there involves a construction of a real tree equipped with an
isometric action of the hyperbolic group in question, in case the hyperbolic group is not
HopÞan. The construction of this real tree and its properties are the basis for our whole
approach to the Hopf property for hyperbolic groups, although the analysis required in the
general case is far more involved than in the strictly rigid case.
We set !"Sg
1
,2 , gqT to be a d-hyperbolic group and H"Sh1,2 , htT to be a Þnitely
generated (f.g.) torsion-free subgroup of !. The torsion-free assumption is not necessary for
carrying out our methods, but it saves technicalities and simpliÞes arguments so we prefer
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to keep it. We set X to be the Cayley graph of the ambient hyperbolic group ! with respect
to a Þxed generating system !"Sg
1
,2, gqT. By deÞnition, X is a d-hyperbolic space.
Throughout this Section we assume that there exists an endomorphism t :!P! which
restricts to an epimorphism t
H
from the f.g. subgroup H onto itself, and t
H
has a non-trivial
kernel. As we will see in the next sections such a situation occurs when the ambient group
! does not have the Hopf property. Our entire argument for obtaining the Hopf property is,
therefore, built in order to reach a contradiction.
Since the epimorphisms tm
H
: HPH have di⁄erent kernels, ker(tm
H
)Lker(tm‘1
H
);
ker(tm
H
)Oker(tm‘1
H
), tm
H
and tn
H
cannot be conjugated by an element c3! for mOn. For
each m we pick an element c
m
3! having ÔÔminimal displacementÕÕ and set k
m
to be
k
m
" max
1)j)t
d
X
(id,c
m
tm (h
j
)c~1
m
)"min
c|!
max
1)j)t
d
X
(id, ctm (h
j
)c~1).
If Mk
m
N=
m/1
has a bounded subsequence, there must exist m
1
and m
2
for which tm1
H
can be
conjugated to tm2
H
by an element of the ambient hyperbolic group !, and since there is no
such pair necessarily k
m
PR. We set M(X
m
, x
m
)N=
m/1
to be the pointed metric spaces
obtained by rescaling the metric on the Cayley graph of !, (X, id), by 1/k
m
. (X
m
, x
m
) is
endowed with a left isometric action of the f.g. subgroup H via the homomorphisms qc
m ¡tm ,
where qc
m
is the inner automorphism of ! deÞned by c
m
. This sequence of actions of H on the
metric spaces M(X
m
, x
m
)N=
m/1
allows one to obtain an action of H on a real tree by passing to
a Gromov—Hausdor⁄ limit.
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Paulin [6, 2.3]). ‚et MX
m
N=
m/1
be a sequence of d
m
-hyperbolic spaces
with d
=
"lim d
m
(R. ‚et G be a countable group isometrically acting on X
m
. Suppose there
exists a base point x
m
in X
m
such that for every Þnite subset P of G, the sets of geodesics
between the images of x
m
under P form a sequence of totally bounded metric spaces. „hen there
is a subsequence converging in the Gromov topology to a d
=
-hyperbolic space X
=
endowed
with a left isometric action of G.
The spaces M(X
m
, x
m
)N=
m/1
endowed with the left isometric action of H, satisfy the
assumptions of the Proposition and they are (d
m
/k
m
)-hyperbolic, hence, X
=
is a real tree
endowed with an isometric action of H. By construction the action of H on the real tree
X
=
is non-trivial. Let Mm
k
N=
k/1
be the subsequence for which M(Xm
k
, xm
k
)N=
k/1
converge to the
limit real tree X
=
and let (‰, y
0
) denote this (pointed) limit real tree. For convenience, we
denote by u
k
: HP! the homomorphisms u
k
"cm
k
tmk
H
c~1m
k
. Note that ker(u
k~1
) is properly
contained in ker(u
k
).
With the limit tree obtained by using the Gromov—Hausdor⁄ topology we associate
natural algebraic objects, the kernel of the action of H on this real tree and the quotient of
H by this kernel which we call the group at inÞnity. Our whole approach towards obtaining
the Hopf property is based on studying the algebraic structure of this limit group.
DeÞnition 1.2. The kernel of the action of the subgroup H on the limit tree ‰ is deÞned
to be
K
=
"Mh3H D "y3‰h(y)"yN
Having the kernel of the action we deÞne the group at inÞnity H
=
"H/K
=
and set g : HP
H
=
to be the natural map that sends the subgroup H to the group at inÞnity.
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The following simple facts on the kernel of the action and the group at inÞnity are
important observations and will serve us throughout the rest of this paper.
LEMMA 1.3. …ith the notation above:
(i) if h3H stabilizes a tripod in ‰ then h3ker(u
k
) for some large k (recall that a tripod is
a Þnite tree with 3 endpoints).
(ii) stabilizers of non-degenerate segments of ‰ in H
=
are either trivial or locally inÞnite-
cyclic.
Proof. We can always assume that the Cayley graph X of ! is d-hyperbolic for some
positive d. Let „ (A,B,C) be a tripod in ‰ and let N be the valence three vertex in that
tripod. Let h3H Þx „ (A,B,C) and let (A
k
,B
k
,C
,
)LXm
k
be a sequence of triples of points
converging into the triple (A,B,C). Let l"min Md
Y
(A,N), d
Y
(B,N), d
Y
(C,N)N. From the
convergence of the metric spaces M(Xm
k
, xm
k
)N=
k/1
to the real tree (‰, y
0
), for large enough k :
maxMd
Xmk
(A
k
,u
k
(h) (A
k
)), d
Xmk
(B
k
, u
k
(h) (B
k
)), d
Xmk
(C
k
,u
k
(h) (C
k
))N( l
1000 dq10d
(recall that q is the number of generators in the given presentation !"Sg
1
,2 , gqT of the
ambient hyperbolic group !). Let N
k
be a valence three vertex of an approximating tree with
vertices A
k
, B
k
, C
k
in Xm
k
. By the bound on the displacement of A
k
,B
k
,C
k
by u
k
(h), we have
d
Xmk
(u
k
(hs) (N
k
),N
k
)
8d
km
k
, s"1,2 , 10dq10d#1.
Since a ball of radius 8d in X contains less than 10dq10d points, the last inequalities
guarantee the existence of s
1
Os
2
for which u
k
(hs1) (N
k
)"u
k
(hs2) (N
k
), hence, u
k
(hs1!s2)"1
which forces u
k
(h) to be a torsion element. But H is assumed torsion-free, therefore,
u
k
(h)"1 and h3ker(u
k
), which proves part (i) of the lemma.
To prove part (ii) let h
1
, h
2
3H, h
1
, h
2
NK
=
and assume both h
1
and h
2
Þx a non-
degenerate segment [A, B]L‰. Let [A
k
,B
k
]LXm
k
be segments that converge to [A,B].
From the convergence of the metric spaces M (Xm
k
, xm
k
)N=
k/1
to the real tree (‰, y
0
) we get the
following inequality for large enough k and i"1, 2:
maxMd
Xmk
(A
k
, u
k
(h
i
) (A
k
)), d
Xmk
(B
k
, u
k
(h
i
) (B
k
) )N( l
1000 dq10d
.
Hence, if p
k
3Xm
k
is the midpoint of the geodesic segment [A
k
, B
k
] then
d
Xmk
(u
k
([hs
1
, h
2
]) (p
k
), p
k
)
8d
km
k
, s"1,2, 10dq10d#1
So by the same pigeon-hole argument used to prove part (i), for some s
1
Os
2
,
u
k
([hs1
1
, h
2
])"u
k
([hs2
1
, h
2
]), hence, u
k
(hs1
1
h
2
h!s1
1
)"u
k
(hs2
1
h
2
h!s2
1
) and u
k
([hs1!s2
1
, h
2
])"1.
Therefore, u
k
(hs1!s2
1
) commutes with u
k
(h
2
), and since H is assumed torsion-free and is
a subgroup of the hyperbolic group !, u
k
(hs1!s2
1
) and u
k
(h
2
) generate an inÞnite cyclic group
in ! and so do u
k
(h
1
) and u
k
(h
2
). Hence, if h
1
,2 , hp3H stabilize a segment in the limit real
tree ‰, then for some large k, u
k
(h
1
),2 , uk (hp) generate an inÞnite cyclic subgroup in H,
which implies that g (h
1
),2, g(hp) generate an inÞnite cyclic subgroup of H=. Therefore,
every f.g. subgroup of a stabilizer of a non-degenerate segment of ‰ in H
=
is inÞnite
cyclic. h
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Lemma 1.3 gives the basic properties of the action of H
=
on the real tree ‰. These
properties are essential in applying the Rips machine for the classiÞcation of (stable) actions
of groups on real trees which is going to be used extensively in the sequel. In addition to the
properties of the action we will need the following basic algebraic facts on the kernel of the
action and the group at inÞnity.
LEMMA 1.4 …ith the notation above:
(i) K
=
"Z=
k/1
ker(u
k
)
(ii) H
=
is f.g. and rk(H
=
)"rk(H)
(iii) H
=
is not Þnitely presented ( f.p.).
(iv) H
=
is torsion-free.
Proof. If ‰ is not isometric to a real line and h3K
=
then h Þxes a tripod in ‰. By part (i)
of Lemma 1.3, h3ker(u
k
) for some large k. Suppose ‰ is isometric to a real line. Recall that
H"Sh
1
,2, htT so H="Sg(h1),2, g(ht)T, and since H= is a f.g. subgroup of Isom(R),
H
=
is virtually Abelian. Furthermore, by the same argument used to prove part (ii) of
Lemma 1.3, Su
k
(h
1
),2 , uk (ht)T is an inÞnite cyclic group for large enough k. But
HKSu
k
(h
1
),2, uk(ht)T for all k, and H is assumed non-HopÞan, so it can not be a cyclic
group. Hence, ‰ can not be isometric to a real line and we have obtained part (i).
Let d"rk (H) and let u
1
,2 , ud be a minimal generating set for H. Let v1,2 , vl be
a minimal generating set for H
=
and let vL
1
,2 , vL l be elements of H which are mapped by
g to v
1
,2 , vl in correspondence. Clearly l)d, and since v1,2 , vl generate H=:
g (u
j
)"w
j
(v
1
,2 , vl ), 1)j)d
which implies the existence of elements q
j
3K
=
for which:
u
j
"w
j
(vL
1
,2 , vL l )qj, 1)j)d.
By part (i) of the lemma for some large k, q
j
3ker (u
k
) for all j"1,2, d. Hence,
u
k
(u
j
)"w
j
(u
k
(vL
1
),2 , uk (vL l ) ), 1)j)d.
Again, HKSu
k
(u
1
),2 , uk(ud)T so the last set of equalities gives a generating set of
cardinality l for H, so l"d and we have proved part (ii).
To prove part (iii) note that if H
=
is f.p. then by part (i) of the lemma K
=
"
Zk0
m/1
ker(u
k
). Since ker(u
k~1
)Lker(u
k
) and ker (u
k~1
)Oker(u
k
), we get a contradiction.
(iv) follows easily from (i) and H being torsion-free. h
We conclude this section by introducing the basic tools needed for analyzing the action
of H
=
on the real tree ‰. We start with a proposition that implies the action of H
=
on the
limit tree ‰ is stable, a property that allows the use the Rips machine to study the action in
the following sections.
PROPOSITION 1.5. ‚et [y
1
, y
2
]L[y
3
, y
4
] be a pair of non-degenerate segments of ‰ and
assume the stabilizer of [y
3
, y
4
] in H
=
, stab([y
3
, y
4
]), is non-trivial. „hen stab([y
3
, y
4
]) is
a maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
and in particular:
stab([y
1
, y
2
])"stab([y
3
, y
4
])
Proof. Identical with the proof of Proposition 4.2 of [8]. h
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In a torsion-free hyperbolic group every maximal cyclic subgroup is malnormal. This
property is naturally inherited by the group at inÞnity.
LEMMA 1.6. ‚et A be a maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
(A is necessarily locally cyclic).
„hen A is malnormal.
Proof. Let A be a maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
, and let a
1
, a
2
, h be elements in the
subgroup H so that g (a
1
), g(a
2
)3A, g(a
1
)O1 and g(h)g (a
1
)g (h~1)"g (a
2
). Since by Lemma
1.4 the kernel at inÞnity, K
=
, is the union of the kernels of the endomorphisms u
k
, the last
equality in H
=
implies that for large enough k : u
k
(h)u
k
(a
1
)u
k
(h~1)"u
k
(a
2
). Since g(a
1
)
commutes with g(a
2
) we may assume that in addition u
k
(a
1
) commutes with u
k
(a
2
). Since
! is a hyperbolic group and H(! is torsion-free, the last equalities imply that u
k
(h)
commutes with u
k
(a
1
) and that u
k
(a
1
)"u
k
(a
2
). Since A is a maximal Abelian subgroup of
H
=
, g (h)3A and g(a
1
)"g(a
2
), so A is a malnormal subgroup of H
=
. h
Proposition 1.5 shows the action of H
=
on the real tree ‰ is stable. Bestvina—Feighn
original work analyzes stable actions of f.p. groups on real trees [2], and the group at
inÞnity H
=
is f.g. and can not be f.p. by Lemma 1.4. Still, given the basic properties of the
action of H
=
on the real tree ‰ that we already know, we are able to apply a generalization
of [2] to f.g. groups obtained in [13]. In [13] the real tree ‰ is divided into distinct
components, where on each component a subgroup of H
=
acts according to one of several
canonical types of actions. The theorem from [13] we present is going to be used extensively
in the next sections and its statement uses the notions and basic deÞnitions appear in the
appendix of [8] and in [2]. A reader who is not yet familiar with these notions may choose
to Þrst look at these references or at [1] before continuing to the statement of the following
theorem. Its proof is the content of Section 3 of [13].
THEOREM 1.7 (Sela [13], 3.1). ‚et G be a freely indecomposable f.g. group which admits
a stable isometric action on a real tree ‰. Assume the stabilizer of each tripod in ‰ is trivial.
(1) „here exist canonical subtrees of ‰ :‰
1
,2, ‰k with the following properties:
(i) g‰
i
intersects ‰
j
at most in one point if iOj.
(ii) g‰
i
is either identical with ‰
i
or it intersects it at most in one point.
(iii) „he action of stab (‰
i
) on ‰
i
is either discrete or it is of axial type or IE„ type.
(2) „he group G admits a (canonical) graph of groups with:
(i) »ertices corresponding to branching points with non-trivial stabilizer in ‰. „he vertex
group corresponding to such a vertex is the stabilizer of the branching point in ‰.
(ii) »ertices corresponding to orbits of the canonical subtrees ‰
1
,2, ‰k which are of
axial or IE„ type. „he groups associated with these vertices are conjugates of the
stabilizers of these components. „o a stabilizer of an IE„ component there exists an
associated 2-orbifold. All boundary components and branching points in this asso-
ciated 2-orbifold stabilize points in ‰. For each such stabilizer we add edges that
connect the vertex stabilized by it and the vertices stabilized by its boundary
components and branching points.
(iv) Edges corresponding to orbits of edges between branching points with non-trivial
stabilizer in the discrete part of ‰ with edge groups which are conjugates of the
stabilizers of these edges.
(vi) Edges corresponding to orbits of points of intersection between the orbits of
‰
1
,2, ‰k .
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Theorem 1.7 analyzes a stable action of a freely indecomposable group on a real tree
assuming stabilizers of tripods are trivial. In the sequel we will need a generalization of
Theorem 1.7 for groups which do not admit a free decomposition relative to a given set of
f.g. subgroups. The proof of the generalization is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.7 which
appears in Section 3 of [13].
THEOREM 1.8. ‚et G be a f.g. group and let »
1
,2 , »m be f.g. subgroups of G. Suppose that
G does not admit a (non-trivial) free decomposition in which each of the subgroups »
i
can be
conjugated into the factors. If G admits a stable isometric action on a real tree ‰, so that each
of the subgroups »
i
Þxes a point in ‰, and the stabilizer of each tripod in ‰ is trivial, then the
conclusions of „heorem 1.7 hold for the action of G on the real tree ‰.
Before concluding the preliminary study of the limit real tree, we exclude axial compo-
nents isometric to a real line appear in the statement of Theorem 1.7.
PROPOSITION 1.9. If H
=
is freely indecomposable then the limit H
=
-tree ‰ obtained from
the sequence of homomorphisms Mu
k
N=
k/1
satisÞes the following properties:
(i) ‰ is not isometric to a real line.
(ii) ‰ does not contain a minimal axial component isometric to a real line.
(iii) Stabilizers of non-degenerate segments which lie in the complement of the discrete parts
of ‰ are trivial in H
=
. Stabilizers of segments in the discrete components of ‰ are
locally inÞnite-cyclic in H
=
.
Proof. ‰ is not isometric to a real line by the proof of the Þrst part of Lemma 1.4. If
‰ contains an axial component isometric to a real line, H
=
contains a solvable subgroup
with Z2 as a quotient. Let h
1
, h
2
3H be elements for which g (h
1
) and g (h
2
) generate such
a Z2 quotient. By the argument used in proving the second part of Lemma 1.3, g(h
1
) and
g(h
2
) must commute, so [g (h
1
), g (h
2
)]"1. Hence, by Lemma 1.4, [u
k
(h
1
), u
k
(h
2
)]"1 for
some large k and u
k
(h
1
) commutes with u
k
(h
2
). Therefore, for all k@’k, uk@(h1) and uk@(h2)
generate an inÞnite cyclic group, and so is the group generated by g (h
1
) and g(h
2
). The
group generated by these last two elements can not have a Z2 quotient, a contradiction,
and ‰ does not have axial components isometric to a real line.
Since ‰ does not have components isometric to a real line and the action of H
=
on the
real tree ‰ is stable, the stabilizer of a non-degenerate segment in the complement of the
discrete parts of ‰ stabilizes a tripod in ‰ (cf. ([11, 1.4]). Since stabilizers of tripods are
trivial in H
=
by Lemma 1.3, stabilizers of segments in the complement of the discrete parts
of ‰ are trivial. Stabilizers of non-degenerate segments in ‰ are either trivial or locally
inÞnite-cyclic by Lemma 1.3. The stabilizers of non-degenerate segments in the discrete part
of ‰ appear as edge groups in the (RipsÕ) graph of groups associated with the action of
H
=
on the real tree ‰ by Theorem 1.7. Since H
=
is assumed freely-indecomposable, these
segment stabilizers have to be non-trivial, hence, they are locally inÞnite-cyclic. h
Our whole approach to the Hopf property for hyperbolic groups is based on studying
the algebraic structures of both the epimorphism t
H
and the group at inÞnity H
=
. An
important tool to study these algebraic structures is the automorphism of the group at
inÞnity induced naturally by the epimorphism t
H
.
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LEMMA 1.10. For each x3H
=
let h
x
3H satisfy g (h
x
)"x. ‚et l
=
:H
=
PH
=
be a map
given by l
=
(x)"g (t(h
x
) ). „hen:
(i) l
=
is well deÞned. If x"g (h
1
)"g (h
2
) then g (t(h
1
))"g (t(h
2
))"l
=
(x).
(ii) l
=
is an endomorphism of H
=
.
(iii) l
=
is an automorphism of H
=
.
Proof. If g (h
1
)"g (h
2
) then h
1
"h
2
q where q3K
=
. By Proposition 1.4 q3ker(u
k
) for
some k, so q3ker(tmk) and t (q)3ker(tmk!1 ). In particular, t(q)3K
=
and
g (t(h
1
))"g (t(h
2
q) )"g (t (h
2
) )g (t(q))"g (t(h
2
))
and l
=
is well deÞned. l
=
is a homomorphism since it is well deÞned and both g and t are
homomorphisms, and it is a monomorphism since h3K
=
if and only if t(h)3 K
=
by
Proposition 1.4. l is clearly an epimorphism because both t
H
and g are. h
2. THE CANONICAL JSJ DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROUP AT INFINITY
In the previous section we have introduced the group at inÞnity H
=
, and the automor-
phism l
=
it inherits from the epimorphism t of H. To further study the algebraic structure
of H
=
and in particular to understand what are all the possible splittings of H
=
over its
maximal Abelian (locally-cyclic) subgroups, we need to construct the canonical JSJ de-
composition of H
=
. A canonical JSJ decomposition was Þrst introduced in [12] in the case
of hyperbolic groups and then generalized to f.p. groups in [9]. As we already know
(Lemma 1.4) H
=
is f.g. and not f.p., still the JSJ theory can be applied using acylindrical
accessibility [13].
DeÞnition 2.1 (Sela [13]). A splitting of a group G is called k-acylindrical if for every
element g3G which is not the identity, the Þxed set of g when acting on the Bass-Serre tree
corresponding to the splitting has diameter at most k.
By Lemma 1.6 every maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
is malnormal. Therefore:
LEMMA 2.2. A splitting of H
=
in which all edge groups are maximal Abelian subgroups is
2-acylindrical.
If a group G acts on a simplicial tree by isometries and if A is an Abelian subgroup of G,
then either A Þxes a point in „ or it preserves an axis in „. If the tree „ is in addition
k-acylindrical for some k, then an Abelian subgroup A that preserves an axis in „ has to be
inÞnite cyclic. By part (ii) of Lemma 1.3 every maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
is
locally-(inÞnite) cyclic. Hence, by Lemma 2.2:
LEMMA 2.3. If A is a maximal locally-cyclic subgroup of H
=
which is not cyclic, then
A Þxes a point in every splitting of H
=
in which all edge groups are maximal Abelian
subgroups.
Following [12, 9] in order to understand all possible splittings of H
=
along maximal
Abelian subgroups, we Þrst need to study carefully the ÔÔinteractionÕÕ between any two given
one-edge splittings of H
=
over maximal Abelian subgroups. Let G be a group and
„ a (simplicial) G-tree. An element g3G is either elliptic in which case it Þxes a point in „, or
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hyperbolic, in which case it preserves a line in „ and acts along it as a translation. We
consider two elementary splittings of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups H
=
"
D
1 *A1
E
1
(or H
=
"D
1 *A1
), and H
=
"D
2 *A2
E
2
(or H
=
"D
2 *A2
) where A
1
and A
2
are
maximal Abelian subgroups. Let „
1
and „
2
be the Bass—Serre trees corresponding to the
given splittings. The two given splittings are called elliptic—elliptic if A
1
is elliptic in „
2
and
A
2
is elliptic in „
1
, elliptic—hyperbolic if A
1
is elliptic in „
2
and A
2
is not elliptic in „
1
and
hyperbolic—hyperbolic if A
1
is not elliptic in „
2
and A
2
is not elliptic in „
1
.
Lemma 2.3 shows that a maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
which is not cyclic is
necessarily elliptic in every splitting of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups. Following
[12] we can also exclude the case of elliptic—hyperbolic maximal Abelian splittings in case
H
=
is freely indecomposable (the arguments given in [12, 9] for cyclic splittings of groups
remain valid for maximal Abelian splittings of H
=
).
THEOREM 2.4 (Sela [12, 2.2]) and (Rips and Sela [9, 2.1]). If H
=
is freely indecomposable
then any two one-edge splittings of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups are either elliptic—
elliptic or hyperbolic—hyperbolic.
Since by Lemma 2.3 every maximal Abelian subgroup of H
=
which is not cyclic is
elliptic in all splittings of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups, all pairs of hyper-
bolic—hyperbolic one-edge splittings of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups are splittings
along maximal cyclic subgroups. Hence, we may borrow the canonical quadratic decompo-
sition constructed in [9] in order to understand all the hyperbolic—hyperbolic splittings of
H
=
along maximal cyclic subgroups. By a Z-splitting of a group we mean a splitting in
which all edge groups are inÞnite cyclic. For the notions of a CMQ subgroup and a weakly
essential s.c.c. on a 2-orbifold we refer the reader to Section 5 of [9].
THEOREM 2.5 (Rips and Sela [9, 5.6]). ‚et G be a one-ended f.g. group which is not
a 2-orbifold group. „here exists a (canonical) reduced Z-splitting of G which we call the
quadratic decomposition of G with the following properties:
(i) Every CMQ subgroup of G is conjugate to a vertex group in the quadratic decomposi-
tion. In particular, there are only Þnitely many conjugacy classes of CMQ subgroups.
Every edge group is a cyclic boundary subgroup of one of the CMQ subgroups, and
every vertex with a non-CMQ vertex group is adjacent only to vertices stabilized by
CMQ subgroups in the canonical quadratic decomposition.
(ii) An elementary Z-splitting G"A*C B or G"A *C which is hyperbolic in another
elementary Z-splitting is obtained from the quadratic decomposition of G by cutting
a 2-orbifold corresponding to a CMQ subgroup of G along a weakly essential s.c.c.
(iii) „he edge group of any elementary Z-splitting G"A *CB or G"A*C can be
conjugated into a vertex group of the quadratic decomposition. In case it can be
conjugated into a vertex group which is not a CMQ subgroup, the given elementary
Z-splitting is elliptic—elliptic with respect to any other elementary Z-splitting of G.
(iv) „he quadratic decomposition of G is unique up to sliding, conjugation and modifying
boundary monomorphisms by conjugation (see Section 1 of [9] for the deÞnition of
these notions).
The quadratic decomposition of H
=
describes the set of all its hyperbolic-hyperbolic
splittings along maximal Abelian subgroups. Still, the (cyclic) edge groups in the quadratic
decomposition are not necessarily maximal in H
=
.
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LEMMA 2.6. Suppose H
=
is freely indecomposable. An edge group E in the quadratic
decomposition of H
=
is a subgroup of a maximal cyclic subgroup in H
=
.
Proof. Since the quadratic decomposition of H
=
is canonical (part (iv) of Theorem 2.5),
if e3H
=
is a generator of an edge group E in the quadratic decomposition, then for some
integer k and some element x3H
=
: lk (e)"xex~1. Hence, if h
e
3H is an element that
projects to e, i.e. g (h
e
)"e, then for some integer m and some element h@3H :tk(tm (h
e
) )"
tm(h@)tm(h
e
) (tm(h@ ) )~1. Therefore, if c
1
3! is not a proper power and tm(h
e
)"cs
1
for some
integer s, then tr(c
1
) is not a proper power for any positive integer r. So the maximal
Abelian subgroup of H
=
that contains the element h
e
has to be (inÞnite) cyclic. h
By Lemma 2.6, if H
=
is freely indecomposable, every edge group E in the quadratic
decomposition of H
=
is a Þnite index subgroup in a maximal cyclic subgroup of H
=
. Hence,
we may further fold the quadratic decomposition of H
=
so that all edge groups are maximal
cyclic subgroups. By folding the edges connected to CMQ subgroups, we have replaced the
CMQ subgroups by their sockets [12,1.8], i.e. the (canonical) subgroups generated by the
CMQ subgroups and the maximal roots of their boundary elements. We call the graph of
groups obtained from the canonical quadratic decomposition by folding the edges connec-
ted to the canonical CMQ vertex groups, the folded quadratic decomposition of H
=
.
To construct the JSJ decomposition of H
=
we need to further reÞne the folded quadratic
decomposition to include the set of elliptic—elliptic maximal Abelian decompositions. In
general, such reÞnement cannot be obtained for a f.g. group as was shown by M. Dunwoody
[4]. Fortunately, maximal Abelian splittings of H
=
are 2-acylindrical according to Lemma
2.2, which allows one to apply acylindrical accessibility in order to complete the construc-
tion of the JSJ decomposition.
THEOREM 2.7 (Sela [13, 4.1]). ‚et G be a f.g. freely indecomposable group. For a given k
there exists an integer j (k,G) so that the number of vertices and edges in all k-acylindrical
splittings of G does not exceed j (k, G).
To include elliptic—elliptic cyclic splittings in the JSJ decomposition of a f.p. group the
generalized accessibility of Bestvina and Feighn [3] is being used (see [9, 7.1]). Replacing
generalized accessibility by acylindrical accessibility which applies to maximal Abelian
splittings of H
=
, the construction of the JSJ decomposition of a f.p. group [9, 7.1] genera-
lizes to give a JSJ decomposition for H
=
in case it is freely indecomposable.
THEOREM 2.8 (cf. Rips and Sela [9, 7.1]). Suppose H
=
is freely indecomposable. „here
exists a reduced splitting of H
=
with maximal Abelian edge groups, which we call a JSJ
(Jaco—Shalen—Johannson) decomposition of H
=
with the following properties:
(i) Every socket of a CMQ subgroup of H
=
is conjugate to a vertex group in the JSJ
decomposition. Every vertex group in the JSJ decomposition which is not the socket of
a CMQ subgroup of H
=
is elliptic in any splitting of H
=
along maximal Abelian
subgroups.
(ii) A one-edge Z-splitting H
=
"D*CE or H="D*C which is hyperbolic in another
elementary Z-splitting is obtained from the JSJ decomposition of H
=
by cutting
a 2-orbifold corresponding to a CMQ subgroup of H
=
along a weakly essential s.c.c.
(iii) ‚et # be a one-edge splitting along a maximal Abelian subgroup H
=
"D *AE or
H
=
"D *A , which is elliptic with respect to any other one edge splitting of H= along
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a maximal Abelian subgroup. „hen # is obtained from the JSJ decomposition of H
=
by a sequence of collapsings and a conjugation.
(iv) If JSJ
1
is another JSJ decomposition of G, then JSJ
1
is obtained from the JSJ
decomposition by a sequence of slidings, conjugations and modifying boundary mono-
morphisms by conjugations (see Section 1 of [9] for these notions)
Theorem 2.8 gives the canonical JSJ decomposition of H
=
which describes all the
splittings of H
=
along maximal Abelian subgroups. Since the JSJ decomposition is canoni-
cal it is preserved by every automorphism of H
=
. In particular, the conjugacy classes of edge
and vertex groups in the JSJ decomposition of H
=
are periodic under every automorphism
of the group at inÞnity. Therefore, we obtained:
COROLLARY 2.9. Suppose H
=
is freely indecomposable. „hen the automorphism l
=
per-
mutes the conjugacy classes of vertex and edge groups in the JSJ decomposition of H
=
.
Furthermore, if E is a maximal cyclic edge group in the JSJ decomposition of H
=
and e3E,
then the conjugacy class of e is periodic under the automorphism l
=
.
3. THE HOPF PROPERTY
In Section 2 we have constructed the (canonical) JSJ decomposition of the group at
inÞnity, H
=
, which includes (in an appropriate sense) all the splittings of H
=
along maximal
Abelian subgroups. In this section we will show that when the original hyperbolic group ! is
not HopÞan, one may further reÞne the JSJ decomposition of the corresponding group at
inÞnity, which clearly contradicts the canonical properties of the JSJ. This contradiction
will Þnally imply that every torsion-free hyperbolic group is Hopf.
Let ! be a torsion-free hyperbolic group and suppose ! does not have the Hopf
property. With the notation of the Þrst section let t :!P! be an epimorphism with
non-trivial kernel, and let !
=
be the corresponding group at inÞnity. Since !
=
is f.g. and not
f.p., !
=
is not a free group and !
=
"H1
= *
2*Hl= * Fr for some f.g. non-cyclic, torsion-
free, freely indecomposable groups H1
=
,2, Hl= and a possible additional free factor Fr .
Since the inherited map l
=
:!
=
P!
=
is an automorphism, for some power m,
lm
=
(H i
=
)"g(c
i
)H i
=
g (c~1
i
) for some elements c
1
,2 , cl3!. Hence, if we replace the epimor-
phism t of ! by tm composed with an inner automorphism of !, t“ (c)"c~1
1
tm (c)c
1
then
the inherited map at inÞnity lö
=
: !
=
P!
=
preserves the subgroup H1
=
, i.e. lö
=
(H1
=
)"H1
=
.
To save notation we will continue to denote the epimorphisms t“ and lö
=
by t and l
=
in
correspondence.
Since H1
=
is f.g. there exist elements h
1
,2, ht3! for which H1="Sg(h1 ),2, g(ht)T.
Since H1
=
is invariant under the automorphism of the group at inÞnity l
=
, there exists an
integer k and some elements q
1
, p
1
,2 , qt , pt3ker (tk) for which
t (h
j
)"w
j
(h
1
,2, ht )qj ,
h
j
"u
j
(t (h
1
),2 , t (ht ))pj ,
Hence,
t (tk(h
j
) )"u
j
(tk(h
1
),2, tk(ht) ),
tk(h
j
)"u
j
(t(tk (h
1
) ),2 , t (tk (ht )) ).
Therefore, if we set H
1
"Stk(h
1
),2 , tk (ht)T then t(H1)"H1 and g (H1)"H1=. Keeping
our previous notation, this last two equalities imply that (H
1
)
=
"H1
=
.
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THEOREM 3.1. …ith the notation above, if the homomorphism g restricted to H
1
, g D H
1
:
H
1
PH1
=
, is not an isomorphism, then not all the edge groups in H1
=
are inÞnite cyclic.
Proof. Suppose gDH
1
has a non-trivial kernel and all the edge groups in the JSJ
decomposition of H1
=
are inÞnite cyclic. Let »1
=
,2, »m= be the vertex groups in the JSJ
decomposition of H1
=
. Since H1
=
is f.g. and all edge groups in the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
are maximal cyclic (so the edge groups are in particular f.g.), each of the vertex groups
» i
=
is f.g. Let vi
1
,2 , viq
i
3H
1
for i"1,2 , m be elements for which » i="Sg (vi1),2,
g(viq
i
)T. Let »
i
"Svi
1
,2, viq
i
T.
Suppose » i
=
is not a socket of a CMQ vertex group in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
,
and there do not exist integers p
1
’p
2
for which there exists an element c3! so that
tp1 (vi
j
)"ctp2 (vi
j
)c~1 for j"1,2 , qi . Then we can repeat the limit procedure described in
the Þrst section of this paper, and obtain a stable action of »i
=
on a real tree ‰ i which
satisÞes all the properties listed in Lemmas 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 (note that the proofs of these
lemmas do not require the subgroup »
i
3! to be invariant under the action of the
endomorphism t : !P!). Since all edge groups in the JSJ decomposition are cyclic, the
conjugacy class of every element in an edge group of the JSJ is periodic by Corollary 2.9, so
these elements are necessarily elliptic when acting on ‰ i.
Suppose » i
=
admits a (non-trivial) free decomposition » i
=
"A*B in which every edge
group E, connected to the vertex stabilized by » i
=
in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
, can be
conjugated into either A or B. Then such a (non-trivial) free decomposition of » i
=
together
with the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
can be combined to give a graph of groups with trivial
and cyclic edge groups and fundamental group H1
=
, which is a proper reÞnement of the JSJ
decomposition of H1
=
. In particular, it follows from this graph of groups that H1
=
is freely
decomposable, a contradiction to our assumptions. Hence, » i
=
does not admit a (non-
trivial) free decomposition in which every edge group E, connected to the vertex stabilized
by » i
=
in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
, can be conjugated into one of the factors. Since each
such edge group E Þx a point in the real tree ‰ i, we can analyze the action of » i
=
on the real
tree ‰ i using Theorem 1.8.
By Theorem 1.8, » i
=
inherits a non-trivial splitting from its action on the real tree ‰ i,
a splitting "i in which all edge groups are locally cyclic subgroups, the stabilizers of
segments in ‰ i are maximal locally-cyclic subgroups in » i
=
by Lemma 1.5, and all the edge
groups connected to » i
=
, in the JSJ decomposition can be conjugated into vertex groups of
the splitting "i. The non-trivial graph of groups "i with fundamental group » i
=
allows one
to reÞne the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
by replacing the vertex stabilized by » i
=
with the
graph of groups "i. The new graph of groups is a proper reÞnement of the JSJ decomposi-
tion of H1
=
, since »i
=
does not Þx a vertex in it, which contradicts the canonical properties of
the JSJ decomposition (Theorem 2.8). Hence, in case » i
=
is a not a socket of a CMQ vertex
group, there must exist integers p
1
’p
2
for which there exists an element c3! so that
tp1(vi
j
)"ctp2(vi
j
)c~1 for j"1,2, qi , and in particular g maps t
p
1 (»
i
) isomorphically
onto lp1
=
(» i
=
).
At this point suppose» i
=
is a socket of a CMQ vertex group in the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
. In this case, » i
=
is f.p. [12], hence, for some integer p, g maps tp (»
i
) isomorphically
onto lp
=
(» i
=
).
Let t1
=
,2, tb= be the Bass—Serre generators in the JSJ decomposition of H1=, so that
t1
=
,2, tb= together with the vertex groups »1=,2 , »m= generate H1= . For i"1,2, b let
t
i
3H
1
be an element for which g(t
i
)"t i
=
. Since the elements Mt i
=
N together with the vertex
groups » i
=
generate H1
=
, for some integer e:
Ste(t
1
),2, te(tb ), te(»1),2, te(»m)T"te (H1 )"H1 .
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By our arguments above we may increase e so that g maps te(»
i
) isomorphically onto
le
=
(» i
=
). By further increasing the power e we may assume that g maps the intersections
te(»
i
)Wte(»
j
) ismorphically onto (the cyclic or trivial intersections) le
=
(» i
=
)Wle
=
(» j
=
) and
the intersections te(»
i
)Wte(t
n
»
j
t~1
n
) isomorphically onto (the cyclic or trivial intersections)
le
=
(» i
=
)Wle
=
(t
n
»j
=
t~1
n
). Since g maps te(H
1
) onto H1
=
, and g maps the subgroups te (»
i
)Õs
and their intersections isomorphically onto the subgroups le
=
(»
i
)Õs and their intersections in
correspondence, the existence of normal forms with respect to the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
implies that g is an isomorphism from te(H
1
)"H
1
onto H1
=
. h
Our strategy for proving the Hopf property for torsion-free hyperbolic groups relies on
proving the restriction of the map g to the subgroup H
1
, gDH
1
: H
1
PH1
=
, is an isomorphism.
Having Theorem 3.1, to prove the injectivity of the restriction of g to the subgroup H
1
we
need the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. If the homomorphism g restricted to H
1
, gDH
1
:H
1
PH1
=
, is not an isomor-
phism, then all the edge groups in H1
=
are inÞnite cyclic.
By Theorem 3.2 if the restricted map g DH
1
: H
1
PH1
=
is not an isomorphism all edge
groups in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
are inÞnite cyclic, hence, by Theorem 3.1 g restricts
to an isomorphism from H
1
onto H1
=
, a contradiction, so g : H
1
PH1
=
is an isomorphism.
Repeating the argument for the subgroups H2
=
,2, Hl=, by using di⁄erent conjugates of the
epimorphism t, c~1
i
tc
i
for the subgroup H i for i"2,2 , l, we obtain subgroups
H
2
,2, Hl of the ambient group ! for which for i"1,2 , l :
(1) t(H
i
)"c
i
H
i
c~1
i
,
(2) g (H
i
)"H i
=
,
(3) the restriction of the map g to the subgroup H
i
, g :H
i
PH i
=
, is an isomorphism.
If the free decomposition of !
=
contains a free factor F
r
, we can further Þnd a free subgroup
of rank r in !, which we denote by M, so that g maps M isomorphically onto the free
factor F
r
.
Now, let !"Sg
1
,2, gqT. Since !="H1= *2* H
l
= *
F
r
each of the elements g (g
j
) can
be represented in a normal form with respect to this free decomposition. In particular, it can
be represented as a word in terms of elements from the subgroups H1
=
,2 , Hl=, Fr .
Since by Lemma 1.4, K
=
is the inÞnite union of the kernels of powers of the epimor-
phism t, i.e. K
=
"Z=
m/1
ker(tm ), and since g (g
j
) can be represented as a word in terms of
elements from the subgroups H1
=
,2 , Hl=, Fr , there must exist an integer k for which each
generator g
j
of ! can be written as g
j
"w
j
q
j
where w
j
is a word in elements from the
subgroups H
1
,2, Hl , M and qj3ker(tk). Hence, each of the elements tk(gj ) can be
represented as a word in elements from the subgroups tk(H
1
),2 , tk (Hl), tk(M). Since t is
an epimorphism, ! is generated by the q-tuple tm(g
1
),2 , tm(gq ) for every integer m, so ! is
generated by the subgroups tk (H
1
),2 , tk(Hl), tk(M).
Since g maps the subgroup tk(H
i
) ismorphically onto lk
=
(H i
=
), g maps the subgroup
tk(M ) isomorphically onto lk
=
(F
r
) and
!
=
"lk
=
(H1
=
)*2*lk=(H
l
=
) * lk= (Fr )
necessarily:
Stk (H
1
),2, tk (Hl ), tk(M )T"tk (H1 )*2*tk(Hl ) *tk(M )
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Therefore, g maps !"Stk (H
1
),2 , tk(Hl ), tk(M )T isomorphically onto the group at
inÞnity, !
=
. But ! is a hyperbolic group and in particular f.p., whereas !
=
is f.g. but not f.p.
by Lemma 1.4, and we have reached our Þnal contradiction. Hence:
THEOREM 3.3. A torsion-free hyperbolic group is Hopf.
To complete our argument we still need to prove Theorem 3.2.
Proof of „heorem 3.2. Our aim is to show the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
does not
contain any locally-cyclic non-cyclic edge groups, so we will suppose the JSJ decomposition
of H1
=
does contain an edge stabilized by a non-cyclic subgroup and obtain a contradiction.
We erase all the edges stabilized by maximal cyclic subgroups in the JSJ of H1
=
and denote
a remaining connected component that contains an edge (stabilized by a locally cyclic
non-cyclic group) by "C
=
, and its fundamental group by C
=
. Note that the stabilizers of all
edges in "C
=
are non-cyclic, that the stabilizers of all edges connected to "C
=
in the JSJ of
H1
=
are maximal cyclic, and the conjugacy classes of all the elements in these maximal cyclic
edge groups are periodic (Corollary 2.9).
Since H1
=
is f.g. and all the stabilizers of edges connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition
of H1
=
are cyclic, C
=
is a f.g. group. Let c
1
,2, cf be a Þnite set of elements in H1 for which
C
=
"Sg(c
1
),2, g(cf)T. By the canonical properties of the JSJ decomposition, for some
integer k and some element c3!: lk
=
(C
=
)"g (c)C
=
g(c~1). Hence, by possibly raising t to
a power and composing it with an inner automorphism, as we did in the case of
the subgroup H
1
, we may assume that C"Sc
1
,2, cfT is invariant under the automor-
phism t.
Let »1
=
,2 , »m= be the vertex groups and let E1=,2 , E s= be the edge groups in "C= (the
MEj
=
N are all locally-cyclic, non-cyclic subgroups of C
=
), and let t1
=
,2 , tb= be the set of
Bass—Serre generators in the graph of groups "C
=
. In particular, the vertex groups
» i
=
together with the Bass—Serre generators t j
=
generate C
=
.
Let a1
1
,2, a1l
1
,2, am1 ,2, amlm , t,2, tb be elements in C"Sc1,2 , cqT for which
g(ai
1
),2 , g (a1l
i
)3» i
=
for every 1)i)m, g (t
j
)"t j
=
and for every generator c
j
of C :
g(c
j
)"w
j
(g (a1
1
),2, g(aml
m
), t1
=
,2, tb=).
By possibly replacing the elements a1
1
,2, aml
m
, t
1
,2 , tb by tk(a11),2 , tk(amlm),
tk(t
1
),2 , tk(tb ) for some integer k, we may assume that the elements a11,2 , amlm , t1,2 , tb
generate the subgroup C, and the vertex group » i
=
is generated by g(a i
1
),2 , g (a il
i
) and the
edge groups E j
=
connected to the vertex stabilized by » i
=
in "C
=
.
Let e
1
,2, es be elements for which g (ej )3Ej=. By the canonical properties of the JSJ
decomposition of H1
=
(Theorem 2.8), there exists an integer k and some element c3! for
which lk
=
(Ej
=
)"g (c)E j
=
g (c~1). Since Ej
=
is a locally-cyclic, non-cyclic group, this implies
that for any element e3Ej
=
: l2k
=
(e)"g(cL )eqjg(cL ~1) for some integer q
j
’1. Hence, by
replacing the epimorphism t by an appropriate power of itself, we may assume that
t(e
j
)"v
j
eq j
j
v~1
j
for j"1,2, s, some elements vj3C and integers qj’1.
At this point we deÞne a sequence of Þnitely presented groups M”
n
N together with
homomorphisms q
n
:”
n~1
P”
n
which approximate the f.g. group C
=
. The groups ”
n
admit
epimorphisms onto the subgroup C, and the JSJ decomposition of C
=
can be ÔÔliftedÕÕ to
(cyclic) decompositions of each of the ”
n
Õs. This lifting property of the ”
n
Õs is crucial in
applying our shortening argument [13, 8] for excluding the case of locally cyclic, non-cyclic
edge groups in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
, and plays a major role also in our approach to
study solutions to equations in free groups [14].
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We deÞne the groups ”
n
iteratively. We set ”
0
to be a free group generated by the
elements:
”
0
"Sx1
1
,2, x1l
1
,2 , xm1 ,2 , xmlm , y1,2 , yb , z10,2, zs0T
and map ”
0
onto C by an epimorphism j
0
for which j
0
(xi
p
)"ai
p
, j
0
(y
r
)"t
r
and
j
0
(z j
0
)"e
j
. We deÞne ”
1
to be the group generated by
”
1
"Sx1
1
,2 , x1l
1
,2, xm1 ,2, xmlm , y1,2, yb , z10,2 , zs0, z11,2, zs1T
together with the relations (z j
1
)qj"zj
0
for j"1,2, s. Clearly, there exists a natural
homomorphism q
1
:”
0
P”
1
. Since, t(e
j
)"v
j
eqj
j
v~1
j
for j"1,2 , s for some elements
v
j
3C, there exists an epimorphism j
1
:”
1
PC for which: j
1
(xi
p
)"t (ai
p
), j
1
(y
r
)"t (t
r
),
j
1
(z j
0
)"t (e
j
) and j
1
(zj
1
)"v
j
e
j
v~1
j
. By our deÞnitions of the groups ”
0
and ”
1
, and the
maps q
1
, j
0
and j
1
, the following diagram is commutative:
DeÞning ”
0
and ”
1
we continue by deÞning the groups ”
n
, the homomorphisms q
n
and
the epimorphisms j
n
iteratively. We Þrst deÞne the group G
n
to be the group generated by
G
n
"Sx1
1
,2, x1l
1
,2 , xm1 ,2 , xmlm , y1,2 , yb , z10,2, zs0,2 , z1n ,2 , zsnT
together with the relations (zj
p
)qj"zj
p~1
for j!1,2, s and p"1,2 , n. The group Gn
admits a natural epimorphism p
n
onto C
=
deÞned by setting p
n
(xi
p
)"g(a i
p
), p
n
(y
r
)"t r
=
,
p
n
(zj
0
)"g(e
j
) and (p
n
(z j
p
) (qj )p"g(e
j
). We deÞne the group ”
n
to be a quotient of the group
G
n
. To the existing set of relations of G
n
we add all words w in the given deÞning generators
of G
n
for which
(i) p
n
(w)"1,
(ii) the length of w in the deÞning generators of G
n
is at most n,
(iii) w is a word in the generators x i
1
,2, x il
i
for some Þxed index i (1)u)m) and
(1) zj
1
,2 , zjn for every index j, 1)j)s, for which E j=(» i= ,
(2) y
r
z j
1
y~1
r
,2 , yrzjny~1r for every pair of indices ( j, r), 1)j)s and 1)r)b, for
which t r
=
E j
=
(t r
=
)~1(» i
=
.
Clearly, there exists a natural map q
n
:”
n~1
P”
n
, and since K
=
"Z=
k/1
ker(tk), for
some integer d
n
’d
n~1
there exists an epimorphism j
n
:”
n
PC deÞned by: j
n
(x i
p
)"tdn (a i
p
),
j
n
(y
r
)"tdn (t
r
), j
n
(zj
0
)"tdn (e
j
) and (j
n
(zj
p
)) (qj )p"tdn(e
j
). By our deÞnitions of the groups
M”
n
N , and the maps Mq
n
N and Mj
n
N, if we set k
n
"d
n
!d
n~1
then the following diagram is
commutative:
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Since the second set of deÞning relations of the group ”
n
consists of words whose letters
are mapped by p
n
into the same vertex group in "C
=
, each of the groups ”
n
admit a cyclic
splitting "
n
which projects into "C
=
, i.e. each of the vertex groups » i
n
in "
n
satisÞes
g(j
n
(» i
n
))(ldn
=
(» i
=
), each of the edge groups E j
n
"Sz j
n
T satisÞes g(j
n
(E j
n
) )(ldn
=
(E j
=
), and
each of the Bass—Serre generators in "
n
satisÞes g (j
n
(y
r
) )"ldn
=
(tr
=
). We will denote by
Mod(”
n
) the subgroup of Aut(”
n
) generated by inner automorphisms and Dehn twists
along edges of "
n
. We set …
n
to be the subgroup of ”
n
generated by the x i
p
Õs and the y
r
Õs.
Clearly, the homomorphism q
n
:”
n~1
P”
n
restricts to an epimorphism from …
n~1
onto
…
n
, and j
n
restricts to an epimorphism from …
n
onto C. Hence, we obtained a sequence of
epimorphisms:
…
0
q
1&" …
1
2
q
n~1&" …
n~1
q
n&" …
n
q
n‘1&" 2
where the direct limit of the M…
n
N and the maps Mq
n
N is C
=
.
At this stage we are Þnally ready to modify the shortening argument of [13, 8] in order
to exclude the case of locally- cyclic, non-cyclic edge groups in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
.
Let „ be a maximal tree in the graph of groups "C
=
. We may order the m vertices v
i
in „, so
that v
1
is connected to v
2
, v
3
is connected to the subtree of „ spanned by v
1
and v
2
, and
in general v
p
is connected to the subtree of „ spanned by the pre-chosen vertices
v
1
, v
2
,2, vp~1 .
W.l.o.g. we may assume that this is the original order deÞned on the vertex groups » i
=
of
"C
=
. Let X be the Cayley graph of the ambient group ! with respect to a (Þxed) Þnite set of
generators, and let d
X
be the standard simplicial metric on X. For each element c3!, each
positive integer n, and each automorphism u3Mod(”
n
) we set the following (stretching)
constants:
k
i
(n, c, u)"max(d
X
(id, cj
n
(u (x i
1
) )c~1),2 , dX (id, cjn(u (x ili ))c~1)),
s
r
(n, c, u)"d
X
(id, cj
n
(u (y
r
) )c~1)
and the corresponding (m#b)-tuple:
tup(n, c, u)"(k
1
(n, c, u),2 , km (n, c, u), s1 (n, c,u),2 , sb (n, c,u) ).
On the set of (m#b)-tuples we deÞne the natural lexicographical order, and for each
n we choose c
n
3! and u
n
3Mod(”
n
) for which tup(n, c
n
, u
n
) is a minimal (m#b)-tuple in
the set Mtup(g, c, u)N with respect to the lexicographical order. We set disp
n
to be the sum of
the elements in the (m#b)-tuple tup(g, c
n
, u
n
).
Since the direct limit of the sequence of groups M…
n
N and maps Mq
n
N is C
=
, if w3…
0
is an
element for which g ¡ j1(w)"1 then there exists some integer nw so that for every n’nw ,
q
n ¡
2¡ q1(w)"1. Let w1 , w23…0 be a pair of elements for which g ¡ j1(w1 ), g ¡ j1(w2 )3»i=
for some i. By the construction of the sequence of groups M”
n
N and their sequence of cyclic
splittings M"
n
N, for some index n
0
and for every n’n
0
, q
n ¡
2¡ q1 (w1) and qn ¡2¡ q1(w2)
belong to the same (ith) vertex group »i
n
in the cyclic splitting "
n
of ”
n
. Hence, for every
n’n
0
for every modular automorphism u3Mod(”
n
) both q
n ¡
2¡ q1(w1) and
q
n ¡
2¡ q1(w2) are being conjugated by the same element, and this is true, in particular, to
the chosen modular automorphism u
n
.
Since in addition for any index i, 1)i)m, »i
=
contains locally-cyclic non-cyclic
subgroups, there could not exist an inÞnite sequence of indices n
1
(n
2
(2 and corres-
ponding elements gn
j
3! so that for every index j, gn
j
conjugates jn
j
¡ un
j
(x i
p
) into jn
1
(x i
p
) for
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p"1,2, li . Therefore, in particular, the sequence of displacement constants MdispnN does
not contain a bounded sequence, i.e., disp
n
PR.
The groups …
n
admit a natural action on the Cayley graph X of ! which we denote
o
n
:…
n
]XPX, by setting o
n
(w, x)"j
n ¡
u
n
(w) (x) for every w3…
n
and x3X. Since the
sequence of displacements Mdisp
n
N is not bounded, and the group …
n
is a natural quotient of
the group …
0
, we may rescale the metric on the Cayley graph X by 1/disp
n
, and apply
Proposition 1.1 [6, 2.3] for the sequence of actions Mo
n
N, to obtain an inÞnite subsequence
(still denoted Mo
n
N) converging into a (pointed) real tree (R, r
0
) equipped with a non-trivial
isometric action of …
0
. We set K…
=
to be the kernel of the action of …
0
on the real tree R,
and the f.g. group Q
=
to be the quotient Q
=
"…
0
/K…
=
. The actions of …
0
and its
quotient Q
=
on the real tree R satisfy the following property which is the analogue of
Lemma 1.3 (the proofs are identical).
LEMMA 3.4. …ith the notation above:
(i) if w3…
0
stabilizes a tripod in R then there exists an integer n
w
so that for every
n’n
w
: w3ker(j
n
).
(ii) stabilizers of non-degenerate segments of R in Q
=
are either trivial or locally inÞnite-
cyclic.
Having Lemma 1.3 adapted for the action of Q
=
on R, Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 1.6
remain valid for this action as well, so the action of Q
=
on the real tree R is stable and the
stabilizer of a non-degenerate segement in R is a maximal Abelian subgroup in Q
=
.
C
=
is the direct limit the groups M…
n
N and the epimorphisms Mq
n
N between them. Since if
w
1
, w
2
3…
0
are a pair of elements for which g ¡ j1(w1 ), g ¡ j1(w2)3»i= for some i, then for
some index n
0
and for every n’n
0
, q
n ¡
2¡ q1(w1) and qn ¡2¡ q1(w2 ) belong to the same
(ith) vertex group »i
n
in the cyclic splitting "
n
of ”
n
, for every n’n
0
both q
n ¡
2¡ q1(w1)
and q
n ¡
2¡ q1 (w2 ) are being conjugated by the same element by the chosen automorphism
u
n
. Hence, »i
=
is naturally embedded in the group Q
=
. Since the maps q
n
:…
n~1
P…
n
and
j
n
:…
n
PC are epimorphisms for every n, Q
=
is generated by the subgroups »i
=
and the
images of the elements y
r
3…
0
in Q
=
.
PROPOSITION 3.5. …ith the notation and assumptions above, each of the subgroups »i
=
, for
i"1,2, m, and the locally cyclic groups Ej= for j"1,2, s Þx points in the real tree R.
Proof. By Corollary 2.9, if E is a cyclic edge stabilizer in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
,
and E stabilizes an edge connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition, then the conjugacy
class of every element in E is periodic under the action of the automorphism l
=
. Hence,
E naturally embeds in Q
=
and E Þxes a point in the real tree R.
Suppose that Q
=
admits a (non-trivial) free decomposition Q
=
"A*B in which every
cyclic group E(C
=
, which stabilizes an edge connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
, can be conjugated into one of the free factors A or B. The edge groups MEj
=
N in
"C
=
embed naturally into Q
=
. Since E j
=
is a locally cyclic, non-cyclic group for every index j,
Ej
=
can be conjugated into one of the factors A or B in the free decomposition of Q
=
.
For every index i, 1)i)m, »i
=
embeds naturally into Q
=
. Suppose that for some index
i, »i
=
cannot be conjugated into one of the free factors A nor B. Since all the edge groups
Ej
=
in "C
=
and all the cyclic edge groups E, connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
, can be conjugated into either A or B, the non-trivial free decomposition »i
=
inherits
from the free decomposition Q
=
"A *B can be used to further reÞne the JSJ decomposition
of H1
=
, to get a graph of groups with trivial and locally cyclic edge groups and fundamental
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group H1
=
. In particular, it follows from this graph of groups that H1
=
is freely decompos-
able, a contradiction to our assumptions. Therefore, for each index i, 1)i)m, »i
=
can be
conjugated into one of the free factors A or B.
By the order we chose for the vertex groups »1
=
,2 , »m=, the vertex stabilized by »1= is
connected by an edge in "C
=
to the vertex stabilized by »2
=
, the vertex stabilized by »3
=
is
connected by an edge to the subtree spanned by the vertices stabilized by »1
=
and »2
=
in
"C
=
and so on. Since both »1
=
and »2
=
can be conjugated into one of the factors A or B, and
since their intersection includes some of the edge groups in "C
=
, E j
=
, they must be both
subgroups in the same conjugate of either A or B. Hence, the subgroup generated by
»1
=
and »2
=
in Q
=
, S»1
=
,»2
=
T, can be conjugated into one of the factors A or B in the free
decomposition Q
=
"A *B. Continuing with a Þnite induction, the subgroup generated by
the subgroups »1
=
,2 , »m= in Q=, S»1=,2, »m=T, can be conjugated into one of the factors
A or B.
Let y
1
,2 , yb3…0 be the elements mapped to the Bass—Serre generators t1=,2, tb= in
the graph of groups "C
=
. Let yL
j
be the image of y
j
3…
0
in Q
=
. W.l.o.g. we may assume that
the subgroup S»1
=
,2, »m=T is a subgroup of the factor A in the free decomposition
Q
=
"A *B. If for some index jyL j is non-trivial, then yL j conjugates a non-trivial subgroup
Ej@
=
of the factor A as well. So yL
1
,2 , yL b3A. Since Q= is generated by the subgroups
»1
=
,2, »m= and the elements yL 1,2, yL b , the ambient group Q= is a subgroup of its factor A,
a contradiction. Therefore, Q
=
does not admit a (non-trivial) free decomposition in which
all the cyclic edge groups E connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
can be
conjugated into one of the factors.
The cyclic edge groups E connected to "C
=
in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
Þx points
when acting on the real tree R. Since Q
=
does not admit a (non-trivial) free decomposition
in which all the cyclic groups E can be conjugated into factors, Theorem 1.8 can be applied
to analyze the action of Q
=
on the real tree R.
By Theorem 1.8 Q
=
inherits a (non-trivial) graph of groups from its action on R which
we denote "Q
=
. By Lemma 2.3 every locally cyclic, non-cyclic subgroup of Q
=
Þxes a point
in R, hence, it can be conjugated into a vertex group in "Q
=
. By Corollary 2.9, if E is a cyclic
edge stabilizer in the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
, and E stabilizes an edge connected to "C
=
in
the JSJ decomposition, then E Þxes a point in the real tree R, hence, by Theorem 1.8, E can
be conjugated into a vertex group in "Q
=
.
Being a subgroup of Q
=
, »i
=
acts on the real tree R. Suppose this action is non-trivial,
i.e., suppose »i
=
does not Þx a point in the real tree R, and let R
i
be a minimal invariant tree
for the action of »i
=
. Since all stabilizers of edges connected to »i
=
in the JSJ decomposition
of H1
=
Þx points in R
i
, the action of »i
=
on R
i
can be naturally extended to a (stable) action
with trivial stabilizers of tripods of H1
=
on some real tree RK
i
by letting all the other vertex
groups in the JSJ of H1
=
Þx points in RK
i
.
By Theorem 1.7, H1
=
inherits an (Abelian) splitting #
i
from its action on the real tree RK
i
.
Since »i
=
does not Þx a point in R, »i
=
does not Þx a point in RK
i
, so »i
=
can not be
conjugated into a vertex group in the Abelian splitting #
i
of H1
=
. Since all edge groups in #
i
are locally-cyclic by Lemma 3.4, all segment stabilizers in RK
i
are maximal locally cyclic
subgroups of H1
=
, and »i
=
can not be conjugated into a vertex group in #
i
, it is possible to
further reÞne the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
, a reÞnement in which »i
=
does not Þx a vertex.
This is clearly a contradiction to the canonical properties of the JSJ decomposition of
H1
=
(Theorem 2.8). Therefore, »i
=
has to Þx a point in the real tree R. h
Showing that all the subgroups »i
=
Þx points in the real tree R, we show that there exist
a point in R Þxed by all subgroups »i
=
for i"1,2, m.
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PROPOSITION 3.6. …ith the notation and assumptions above, all subgroups »1
=
,2 , »m= Þx
the base points q
0
3R.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, »1
=
Þxes a point r3R. For Þxed index n, the conjugating
elements Mc
n
N and the modular automorphisms Mu
n
N were chosen to minimize the (m#b)-
tuple tup (n, c, u), so in particular for Þxed n, the chosen elements have to minimize the
stretching constant k
1
(n, c, u).
If »1
=
does not Þx the base point r
0
3R, then for some n
0
and all n’n
0
it is possible to
Þnd elements g
n
3! for which
max
1)p)l
1
d
X
(id, g
n
c
n
j
n
(u
n
(x1
p
))c~1
n
g~1
n
)( max
1)p)l
1
d
X
(id, c
n
j
n
(u
n
(x1
p
) )c~1
n
).
Hence, k
1
(n, g
n
c
n
, u
n
)(k
1
(n, c
n
, u
n
), which implies tup(n, g
n
c
n
,u
n
)(tup(n, c
n
, u
n
), a con-
tradiction to the choice of the pair c
n
, u
n
. Therefore, »1
=
Þxes the base point r
0
3R.
»1
=
Þxes the base point r
0
3R, so if the claim of Proposition 3.6 does not hold there must
exist a minimal index i
0
, so that »1
=
,2, »i0!1= Þx the base point r03R, whereas »
i
0
=
does
not Þx r
0
3R. To prove the proposition we adapt the shortening argument of [13, 8] to
show that in this last case it is possible to Þnd a sequence of modular automorphisms
Ma
n
3Mod (”
n
)N so that for some index n
0
and every n’n
0
:
tup(n, c
n
, u
n ¡
a
n
)(tup(n, c
n
,u
n
).
LEMMA 3.7. …ith the notation and assumptions above, if »1
=
,2, »i0!1= Þx the base point
r
0
3R and »i0
=
does n ot Þx the point r
0
, then there exists some index n
0
so that for all n’n
0
there exist modular automorphisms a
n
3Mod(”
n
) for which:
(i) a
n
(»i
n
)"»i
n
for i"1,2 , i0!1.
(ii) ki
0
(n, c
n
, u
n ¡
a
n
)(ki
0
(n, c
n
,u
n
).
Proof. Identical to the proof of Theorem 6.10 in [8]. h
By Lemma 3.7 if i
0
is the Þrst index for which »i0
=
does not Þx the base point r
0
3R, then
for some index n
0
and all n’n
0
it is possible to Þnd modular automorphisms a
n
3Mod(”
n
)
for which
(1) k
i
(n, c
n
,u
n ¡
a
n
)"k
i
(n, c
n
,u
n
) for i"1,2, i0!1,
(2) ki
0
(n, c
n
,u
n ¡
a
n
)(ki
0
(n, c
n
, u
n
).
Hence, tup (g, c
n
, u
n ¡
a
n
)(tup (n, c
n
,u
n
) in the lexicographical order on the (m#b)-tuples
tup(n, c,u), which clearly contradicts the way the pairs M(c
n
,u
n
)N were chosen. Therefore, all
the groups »i
=
have to Þx the base point r
0
3R and the proof of Proposition 3.6 is
concluded. h
Showing that all vertex group »i
=
Þx the base point r
0
3R, we continue by showing that
the images of the elements y
1
,2, yb in Q= Þx r0 as well. Since Q= is generated by the »i=Õs
and the images of the y
j
Õs, we will get that the entire group Q
=
Þxes the base point r
0
,
a contradiction to the non-triviality of the action of Q
=
on the real tree R which will Þnally
conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2 and show that all edge groups in the JSJ decomposition
of H1
=
are maximal cyclic groups.
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LEMMA 3.8. …ith the notation and assumptions above, let j
0
be the minimal index for which
yj
0
does not Þx the base point r
0
3R. „hen there exists some index n
0
so that for all n’n
0
there exist modular automorphisms b
n
3Mod(”
n
) for which:
(i) b
n
(»i
n
)"»i
n
for i"1,2, m.
(ii) b
n
(y
i
)"y
j
for j"1,2, j0!1.
(iii) sj
0
(n, c
n
, u
n ¡
b
n
)(sj
0
(n, c
n
, u
n
).
Proof. Identical to the proof of Theorem 6.13 in [8]. h
By Lemma 3.8 if j
0
is the Þrst index for which yj
0
does not Þx the base point r
0
3R, then
for some index n
0
and all n’n
0
it is possible to Þnd modular automorphisms b
n
3Mod(”
n
)
for which
(1) k
i
(n, c
n
, u
n ¡
b
n
)"k
i
(n, c
n
, u
n
) for i"1,2 , m,
(2) s
j
(n, c
n
, u
n ¡
b
n
)"s
j
(n, c
n
,u
n
) for j"1,2, j0!1,
(3) sj
0
(n, c
n
,u
n ¡
b
n
)(sj
0
(n, c
n
, u
n
).
Hence tup (n, c
n
,u
n ¡
b
n
)(tup(n, c
n
, u
n
) in the lexicographical order on the (m#b)-tuples
tup(n, c,u), which clearly contradicts the way the pairs M(c
n
,u
n
)N were chosen. Therefore, all
the groups »i
=
and all the elements y
j
have to Þx the base point r
0
3R, and since the group
Q
=
is generated by the groups »i
=
and the elements y
j
, the entire group Q
=
Þxes the base
point r
0
3R. This clearly contradicts the non-triviality of the action of Q
=
on the real tree
R and, therefore, the JSJ decomposition of H1
=
does not contain locally cyclic, non-cyclic
edge groups and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is Þnally concluded. h
In fact, the entire argument used to prove the Hopf property generalizes to general
endomorphisms of hyperbolic groups. For these it proves the stabilization of kernels which
is the basis for obtaining their structure.
THEOREM 3.9. ‚et u be an endomorphism of a torsion-free hyperbolic group. „hen there
exists an integer k
0
, so that for every n’k
0
: ker(uk0 )"ker(un).
We call ker(uk0 ) the nilpotent kernel of the endomorphism u, and denote it by NK(u).
This kernel is the basis for our analysis of endomorphisms of hyperbolic groups presented in
the next paper in this sequel. We conclude this paper with an intriguing problem.
Question. Let u be an endomorphism of a torsion-free hyperbolic group. Then !/NK(u)
is clearly f.g. Is it also f.p.? if it is f.p. is it also hyperbolic?
Acknowledgements—I am grateful to the referee who made me clarify several arguments used in the proof.
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